Design and interpretation of microRNA-reporter gene activity.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small noncoding RNA molecules that act as sequence specificity guides to direct post-transcriptional gene silencing. In doing so, miRNAs regulate many critical developmental processes, including cellular proliferation, differentiation, migration, and apoptosis, as well as more specialized biological functions such as dendritic spine development and synaptogenesis. Interactions between miRNAs and their miRNA recognition elements occur via partial complementarity, rendering tremendous redundancy in targeting such that miRNAs are predicted to regulate 60% of the genome, with each miRNA estimated to regulate more than 200 genes. Because these predictions are prone to false positives and false negatives, there is an ever present need to provide material support to these assertions to firmly establish the biological function of specific miRNAs in both normal and pathophysiological contexts. Using schizophrenia-associated miR-181b as an example, we present detailed guidelines and novel insights for the rapid establishment of a streamlined miRNA-reporter gene assay and explore various design concepts for miRNA-reporter gene applications, including bidirectional miRNA modulation. In exemplifying this approach, we report seven novel miR-181b target sites for five schizophrenia candidate genes (DISC1, BDNF, ENKUR, GRIA1, and GRIK1) and dissect a number of vital concepts regarding future developments for miRNA-reporter gene assays and the interpretation of their results.